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Harmonic priming studies have shown that a musical context with its tonal center influences target chord
processing. In comparison with targets following baseline contexts, which do not establish a specific
tonal center, processing is facilitated for a strongly related target functioning as the tonic, but inhibited
for unrelated (out-of-key) and less related (subdominant) targets. This study investigated cost and benefit
patterns for the processing of the 3 most important chords of the harmonic hierarchy. Response time
patterns reflected the chords’ ranking: Processing was fastest for the tonic, followed by the dominant, and
then the subdominant. The comparison with baseline contexts replicated the benefit of processing for
tonic targets (Experiments 1 and 3) and the cost of processing for subdominant targets (Experiment 3),
while dominant targets were situated at baseline level (Experiments 1 to 3). Findings indicate that
listeners implicitly understand fine differences in tonal stabilities and confirm the special status of the
tonic being the most expected and solely facilitated chord at the end of a tonal context. Findings are
discussed with references to sensory and cognitive approaches of music perception.
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For language and music perception, priming experiments have
provided evidence that processing of target events can be influ-
enced by their relatedness with a preceding prime context. For
language, the relatedness between prime and target may concern
semantic relations (relations of meaning) or associative relations
(frequencies of cooccurrence). For example, the processing of a
target word is faster when preceded by a semantically related
prime word (lion–tiger) in contrast to an unrelated prime word
(table–tiger). To determine whether related primes facilitate or
unrelated primes inhibit processing (or both), psycholinguistic
studies have used baseline conditions that are “neutral” in the

sense of being neither related nor unrelated to the target (Neely,
1976), with facilitation and inhibition being defined as, respec-
tively, faster or slower response times relative to these neutral
prime conditions. The priming paradigm has been used extensively
in psycholinguistics (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971; Neely, 1991;
Stanovich & West, 1979) and has been introduced in music per-
ception domain by Bharucha and Stoeckig (1986) and has been
considerably developed since then (e.g., Bigand, Madurell, Till-
mann, & Pineau, 1999; Bigand, Poulin, Tillmann, & D’Adamo,
2003; Tekman & Bharucha, 1998). In the present study, we used
musical priming to further investigate listeners’ musical knowl-
edge and the patterns of facilitation and inhibition underlying the
processing of musical structure.

To study the perception of Western tonal music, researches have
applied the priming paradigm to harmonic structures. The related-
ness between prime (e.g., a chord sequence) and target (e.g., a
chord) is manipulated on the basis of harmonic relations defined
by music theory. Harmony refers to structural regularities between
chords (i.e., three or more tones sounding simultaneously and
respecting specific interval patterns1) in Western tonal music. A
hierarchy of tonal importance (i.e., tonal stability) exists between

1 Basic chords contain three tones: The tone giving the name to the chord
is the root and is associated with a tone being a major or minor third above
(i.e., interval distances consisting of three or four semitones, respectively)
and a tone being a fifth above (i.e., interval distance of seven semitones).
Depending on the chosen third, the chord is named major or minor chord,
respectively.
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chords: The tonic chord is at the top of the hierarchy and is the
most referential member of a key. The tonic commonly serves as
the final event in a musical phrase, eliciting a feeling of closure
and completion. It is followed in importance by the dominant
chord, and together they contribute strongly to establish the key of
a musical sequence. The subdominant chord follows in the third
position of the harmonic hierarchy, followed by the other in-key
chords and finally out-of-key chords. In the harmonic priming
paradigm, the relatedness manipulation is based on the context
dependency of musical events:2 The same chord can be strongly
related, less related, or unrelated depending on the preceding tonal
context. Participants make speeded judgments on a perceptual
feature of the target chord, for example, sensory consonance–
dissonance judgments (e.g., Bharucha & Stoeckig, 1986; Bigand &
Pineau, 1997) or timbre identification (Tillmann, Bigand, Es-
coffier, & Lalitte, 2006). Priming studies have provided evidence
for the influence of harmonic relations on the speed of musical
event processing: Target chords are processed faster after harmon-
ically related contexts than after unrelated contexts (Bharucha &
Stoeckig, 1987; Tillmann, Bigand, & Pineau, 1998) and even after
moderately related contexts (Bigand et al., 1999; Bigand & Pineau,
1997; Bigand, Tillmann, Poulin, D’Adamo, & Madurell, 2001).
Cognitive priming (i.e., based on listeners’ knowledge about pos-
sible relations between chords) prevails over sensory priming (i.e.,
based on the acoustic overlap between prime and target): Process-
ing of strongly related targets is facilitated even when less related
targets share more tones with the context than related targets
(Bigand et al., 2003; Tekman & Bharucha, 1998) and when the
preceding chord is acoustically the same as the target (Bigand,
Tillmann, Manderlier, & Poulin, 2005).

The harmonic priming data make clear that listeners without
formal musical training have acquired implicit knowledge of tonal
harmony (Bigand & Poulin-Charronnat, 2006; Tillmann, Bha-
rucha, & Bigand, 2000). Listeners become sensitive to musical
stabilities and functions by mere exposure to music in everyday
life thanks to implicit learning processes. Musical functions are
related to statistical regularities in the use of musical events: In a
musical piece, notes and chords belonging to one key (a tonal
center) are frequently associated, and those with highly referential
musical functions (e.g., tonic chords) are used more often than are
less referential ones (Francès, 1958; Krumhansl, 1990). When one
listens to a musical context with an established tonal center, the
underlying tonal-harmonic hierarchies evoke the expectations that
referential tones and chords are more likely to occur in the remain-
der of the piece than other events. Tonal knowledge allows listen-
ers to understand not only gross differences in harmonic functions,
such as between in-key and out-of-key events, but also differences
within the harmonic in-key hierarchy (e.g., Bigand et al., 1999):
Processing is facilitated for the tonic chord (at the top of the
harmonic hierarchy) in comparison with the subdominant chord
(occupying the third rank of functional importance in Western
tonal harmony).

A tonal context (i.e., a context with an established tonal center)
confers a processing benefit on the strongly related tonic chord, but
a processing cost on an unrelated, out-of-key chord and the less
related subdominant chord (Tillmann, Janata, Birk, & Bharucha,
2003). These costs and benefits were observed by comparing target
processing in tonal contexts with target processing in “neutral
baseline contexts,” which did not instill a tonal center. Observing

facilitation only for the tonic and inhibition for the subdominant,
despite its importance in the harmonic hierarchy, is rather surpris-
ing and suggests a special position of the tonic in tonal processing.
This finding raises the question of whether the tonic is the only
chord leading to facilitation or whether the dominant chord, which
is placed between tonic and subdominant in the harmonic hierar-
chy, might also benefit from processing the tonal center of the
context.

Our present study investigated (a) whether processing speed of
tonic, dominant, and subdominant chords reflects the ranking of
these chords in the harmonic hierarchy, and (b) the cost and benefit
patterns of the processing of these chords in comparison with
baseline contexts without a tonal center. These three chords “are
the mainstay of the tonality” (Piston, 1978, p. 54), also called the
harmonic core (Bharucha & Krumhansl, 1983). The tonal hierar-
chy of the three chords, as defined by music theory, is also
reflected in the hierarchy of the chords’ frequency distributions:
Statistical chord distributions reported by Budge (1943) indicate
that tonic chords (in root position) occur more often than dominant
chords (22% and 9%), followed by subdominant chords (5%), and
then other chords (this ranking also applies when considering first
and second inversions together with root positions). This statistical
distribution motivates the hypothesis that listeners should be able
to differentiate the relative rankings of the three chords at the top
of the harmonic hierarchy—a hypothesis that has not yet received
empirical support.

Previous research suggests that listeners differentiate between
chords in the harmonic hierarchy, though not for all levels (Bha-
rucha & Krumhansl, 1983; Bigand, Parncutt, & Lerdahl, 1996;
Krumhansl, 1990). In Bharucha and Krumhansl’s (1983) study,
chord pairs were presented after short tonal contexts, and listeners
judged how well the second chord followed the first. Multidimen-
sional analyses of these judgments reflect some elements of the
harmonic hierarchy as described by music theory: The harmonic
core of tonic, dominant, and subdominant forms a distinct cluster
in comparison with other in-key chords and with out-of-key
chords. In addition, a hierarchical structure emerges, with tonic
and dominant clustering together first, followed then by the sub-
dominant. In Bigand et al.’s (1996) study, participants evaluated
the musical tension created by the second chord in a triplet of
chords (i.e., C major chord 3 X 3 C major chord in a C major
context). The ratings pointed to listeners’ understanding of the
hierarchical ranking relative to the instilled tonal center: Tension
was the weakest for the tonic, it increased for the dominant and
increased slightly more for the subdominant, then it increased for
other in-key chords, and finally increased the most for the out-of-
key chords. The results indicated that dominant and subdominant
chords taken together differed statistically from the tonic, but did
not detail whether the increase between dominant and subdomi-

2 The tonal system is based on a restricted set of tones (i.e., the 12 tones
of the chromatic scale), which are used with strong statistical regularities
to define chords and keys. Because of the restricted set of possible tones,
the musical function of a given tone or chord changes with the tonal
context and the currently established key: It may be out-of-key, in-key, or
take on different levels of functional importance. For example, the same
chord can function as a tonic, a dominant, or a subdominant depending on
the context in which it occurs.
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nant was significant. In contrast to these two studies, the percep-
tual ranking between dominant and subdominant was reversed
when participants rated how well a probe chord fits with a pre-
ceding tonal context (Krumhansl, 1990, Table 7.3): The tonic
received the highest ratings, followed by the subdominant and then
the dominant, which is followed by other in-key chords and finally
the out-of-key chords. Concerning the inverted position of sub-
dominant and dominant in listeners’ judgments, Krumhansl (1990)
suggested that the structure of the specific tonal contexts used in
this experiment might have artificially increased the ratings of the
subdominant.

Currently available data thus show that listeners perceive dif-
ferences (a) between in-key and out-of-key chords, (b) between
chords of the harmonic core (i.e., tonic, dominant, and subdomi-
nant) and other in-key chords, and (c) between the tonic at the top
of the harmonic hierarchy and the two other chords of the har-
monic core. However, the data do not provide clear evidence about
listeners’ understanding of the ranking of tonic, dominant, and
subdominant chords. Furthermore, previous investigations of cost
and benefit patterns linked to the processing of a tonal center had
not included the dominant chord and thus leave open the question
of whether the tonic alone exhibits facilitated processing.

The present study investigated the perception of chords at the
top of the harmonic hierarchy, employing the musical priming
paradigm. If listeners are sensitive to the harmonic hierarchy as
described by music theory and as reflected in statistical distribu-
tions of major chords’ frequencies of occurrence in musical pieces,
we hypothesized that processing times would be the fastest for the
strongly related tonic chord, followed by the related dominant
chord and then the less related subdominant chord. With the use of
neutral baseline contexts, we investigated facilitation and inhibi-
tion of the chords at the top of the harmonic hierarchy in the
context of a tonal center. We expected to replicate facilitation for
the tonic and inhibition for the subdominant (see Tillmann et al.,
2003). The comparison of responses with the dominant chord
relative to the baseline contexts allowed us to study whether the
tonic is the only chord being facilitated, an outcome that would
underline the hypothesis of its special status as a cognitive refer-
ence point (Bharucha, 1984a; Krumhansl, 1990).

Facilitation and inhibition patterns in semantic priming have
been explained with Posner and Snyder’s (1975) two-process
theory of expectancy formation that distinguishes automatic
spreading activation from attentional components. Up to now,
musical priming data and their comparison with baseline contexts
have been interpreted solely in reference to automatic spreading
activation and have been successfully simulated by a connectionist
model of tonal knowledge representation (Bharucha, 1987; Till-
mann et al., 2000, 2003). The simulations have shown that auto-
matic spreading activation can account for differences in target
chord processing depending on the tonal context as well as for
facilitation and inhibition patterns in comparison with baseline
contexts (notably via relative differences in activation levels3). In
the present study, we ran simulations with this connectionist model
using our stimulus materials (comprising tonal and baseline con-
texts) and present the results in the discussion section of Experi-
ment 3. In contrast to previous studies, the proposed connectionist
model was not able to account for the entire behavioral data
pattern. We thus present other cognitive approaches aiming to

simulate the data for the three targets in tonal contexts (these
approaches cannot make predictions for baseline contexts).

Experiment 1: Tonic Versus Dominant Versus Baseline

In Experiment 1, the harmonic priming paradigm was used with
tonal sequences ending either on strongly related tonic targets or
related dominant targets and with sequences without tonal center
(i.e., baseline sequences). The aim was to investigate whether
target chord processing is influenced by the chords’ tonal stability,
juxtaposing here the fine difference (close musical relatedness)
between the tonic and dominant. The comparison between tonal
and baseline contexts aimed to replicate the previously reported
facilitation for the tonic chord and to investigate whether dominant
chord processing is based on facilitation or inhibition. As in
Tillmann et al. (2003), we focused on the influence of the global
context (i.e., the first six chords in eight-chord sequences) on target
processing (i.e., the eighth chord) and kept the local context (i.e.,
the seventh chord) constant to control for local sensory influences.
This control required us to modify the seventh chord by omitting
one tone (i.e., the third)—a modification that allowed differential
interpretation of the seventh chord, depending on the instilled tonal
center.

Method

Participants. Thirty-three introductory psychology students at
Dartmouth College participated in Experiment 1 for course credit
after providing informed consent. Number of years of musical
training, as measured by years of instrumental instruction, ranged
from 0 to 16, with a mean of 5.91 (SD ! 5.19) and a median of 6.

Material. Twelve sequences of eight chords ending on the
strongly related tonic chord of the established key were selected
from the material of Bigand and Pineau (1997) and Pineau and
Bigand (1997). With the goal of constructing the related sequences
ending on the dominant chord, we modified sequences to allow for
the third (e.g., the tone B in a G major chord) to be omitted from
the seventh chord (i.e., the chord preceding the target). The sev-
enth chord thus consisted of two instances of tonic and dominant
tones at different pitch heights (i.e., G2-D3-G3-D4). In a C major
key sequence ending on the strongly related tonic target (i.e., a C
major chord), the seventh chord can be interpreted as a G major
chord (without the third). On the basis of this ending (i.e., seventh
and eighth chords), the related sequences were composed with a
new six-chord sequence in the key of the subdominant with respect
to the C major sequence just described (e.g., F major key). In this
key, the target functioned as a dominant and the seventh chord
without the third can be interpreted as a second degree (ii) chord
(e.g., g minor chord in the key of F major). The resulting 24
sequences (see Figures 1A and 1B, left, for example sequences)

3 For the behavioral data, the term facilitation denotes shorter response
times than baseline (i.e., benefit of processing), while the term inhibition
denotes longer response times than baseline (i.e., cost of processing). For
the simulations, these definitions were also applied (without reference to
specific excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms): If an event’s activation is
stronger than baseline, the event is facilitated; if it is weaker than baseline,
the event is inhibited.
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covered all 12 major keys for both strongly related and related
sequences.

Two sets of baseline sequences were composed to match either
strongly related or related sequences (see Figures 1A and 1B, right,
for example sequences). As in the tonal priming sequences, the
local context of the target (the seventh chord) and the target were
held constant, and only the global context (first six chords) was
modified. The sequences of the baseline conditions were con-
structed as in Tillmann et al. (2003): The first six chords were
chosen in such a way that they were harmonically unrelated from
one chord to the next. Two neighboring chords in the sequence
were separated by a minimum distance of three steps on the cycle
of fifths,4 and chord repetitions were not allowed (see Figure 1D
right for a schematic presentation). In addition, chords chosen for
baseline contexts were matched closely to the original sequences
concerning chord types (e.g., major, minor, diminished), their
inversions, and their position in the sequence. The baseline se-

quences respected, in so far as possible, Western tonal rules of
voice leading, notably by creating contrary motions, avoiding large
intervals in voices between successive chords, and avoiding par-
allel fifths or octaves.

The key-finding algorithm proposed by Krumhansl and
Schmuckler (Krumhansl, 1990) was used to analyze the strength of
the tonal centers established by the global contexts and notably the
absence of a tonal center in the baseline contexts. The tones of the
first six chords in tonal contexts (ending on strongly related and
related targets) and in baseline contexts were correlated with the

4 The cycle of fifths is a music theoretical representation of keys (and
their tonic chords) that is conceived of spatially as a circle. The number of
steps separating two keys on this circle (whatever the direction of rotation)
defines their harmonic distance. Modulating tonal musical pieces generally
change keys going step by step to the next key on the circle.
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Figure 1. Example sequences of tonal and baseline conditions. A: A strongly related context ending on the
tonic chord I (left) and its matched baseline (right). B: A related context ending on the dominant chord V (left)
and its matched baseline (right). C: A less related context ending on the subdominant chord IV (left) and its
matched baseline context (right). Sound files are available at http://olfac.univ-lyon1.fr/bt-sound.html. D: Sche-
matic representation of the chord progression of Panel A using the Cycle of Fifths (with major and minor chords
presented on outer and inner circles, respectively). Arrows indicate the chaining from the first to the eighth
chord. The tonal context (left) starting on G major and ending on C major remains in one corner of the cycle,
establishing the key of C major. The baseline context (right) starting on F# major and ending on C major
illustrates the construction avoiding the installation of a tonal center for Chords 1–6 (see Method section of
Experiment 1 for further details). Note that these two displayed chord progressions represent the two sequences
in Panel A and that the specific chord progressions, used in the set of experiment material, differ between the
12 sequences of each condition (for tonal contexts and for their matched baseline contexts).
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tone profiles of 12 major and 12 minor keys, respectively. The tone
profiles reflect the functional hierarchy defined by tonal theory for
a given key (with highest values for the tonic tone, followed by
tones on the fifth and third scale degrees, then by the remaining
in-key tones, and finally by the out-of-key tones). The profiles
result from subjective judgments of listeners on how well a probe
tone fits with a preceding tonal context (Krumhansl & Kessler,
1982). The maximum positive correlation provided an indication
of the most strongly established key, and the maximum negative
correlation indicated the least established key. The maximum
positive and negative correlations averaged over the 12 sequences
indicated that the tonal contexts established strongly a tonal center,
while the baseline context showed weaker correlations (cf. Table
1, left). The positive and negative correlations were significantly
higher for strongly related and related sequences than for baseline
sequences (t[22] ! 12.24, p " .0001, and t[22] ! 3.42, p " .01,
for related and t[22] ! 12.20, p " .0001, and t[22] ! 4.98, p "
.0001, for closely related, respectively). The strongly related and
related tonal contexts as well as the baseline sequences matched to
each of these two tonal contexts did not differ significantly from
each other.

In order to create dissonant targets for the priming task based on
speeded intonation judgments, we altered the sensory consonance
of all targets by adding an augmented fifth (G#3) to the root (i.e.,
C2-E3-G3-G#3-C4).

Apparatus. The stimuli were created in MIDI with Performer
5.3 Software (Mark of the Unicorn, Cambridge, MA) and played
with sampled piano sounds produced by a KORG New SG-1D.
Velocity, an MIDI parameter related to the sound level, was
constant for all tones except for the added augmented fifth. The
velocity of this tone was decreased to temper the salience of the
dissonance and was adjusted for comparable salience among dis-
sonant targets. Each of the first seven chords sounded for 500 ms,
the target sounded for 2,000 ms, and the interchord interval was set
to 0. The stimuli were recorded with SoundEdit 16 software
(Macromedia), and the experiment was run on PsyScope Software
(Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993).

Procedure. The experiment contained two phases. In the first
phase (training phase), participants were trained to differentiate
between consonant and dissonant chords, first using single chords,
then using chord sequences. In this speeded intonation task, par-
ticipants were asked to judge as quickly and accurately as possible
whether the isolated chord or the last chord of the chord sequence
was acoustically consonant or dissonant by pressing one of two
keys. In the second phase (experimental phase), participants

judged the consonance–dissonance of the target for chord se-
quences only. In both phases, the target was followed by a 250-ms
noise mask, and the next trial started when participants pressed a
third key. To encourage participants to answer as quickly and
accurately as possible, an incorrect response was accompanied by
an alerting feedback signal and a correct response stopped the
target. To present sequences of the three conditions (tonic, domi-
nant, baseline) with the same frequency of occurrence (i.e., one
third for each) over the experimental session, the set of baseline
sequences, matched to strongly related and related sequences, were
divided into two sets of 6 sequences, respectively. Half of the
participants listened to 6 strongly related and 6 related baseline
sequences presented with a consonant target and to the other two
sets of baseline sequences presented with a dissonant chord. For
the other half of the participants, the mapping was reversed. In the
experimental phase, participants heard 72 sequences presented in a
different random order for each participant: 12 strongly related
sequences ending on tonic targets, 12 related sequences ending on
dominant targets, and 12 baseline sequences (6 matched to
strongly related sequences, 6 to related sequences), each presented
with a consonant target and with a dissonant chord (i.e., thus
resulting in 50% of the trials presented with consonant targets and
50% of the trials presented with dissonant targets).

Results

Performance in the intonation task was high overall, with 3.54%
errors for consonant trials and 4.38% errors for dissonant trials. As
dissonant targets represented foils, and as our hypotheses con-
cerned only consonant chords, dissonant trials were not further
analyzed. Errors and response times for correct responses were
analyzed with two analyses of variance, with target type (tonic,
dominant, baseline) as a within-subject factor. For errors (see
Table 2), the main effect of target type was significant, F(2, 64) !
4.63, MSE ! 19.07, p " .05, and planned comparisons showed
that only the difference between strongly related tonic targets and
baseline targets was significant, F(1, 32) ! 7.25, p " .05, with
fewer errors for strongly related tonic targets. For correct response
times (see Figure 2), the main effect of target type was also
significant, F(2, 64) ! 5.27, MSE ! 3783.04, p " .01. Response
times for strongly related tonic targets were faster than for related
dominant targets, F(1, 32) ! 14.06, p " .001, and baseline targets,
F(1, 32) ! 4.06, p ! .05. The difference between dominant and
baseline targets was not significant (F " 1). In a supplementary
analysis, the baseline sequences matched to strongly related and
related contexts were separated: Response times were not signif-
icantly different between the two baselines, t(32) " 1, p ! .74.
Analyses with sequences as a random factor also showed a main
effect of target type, F2(2, 22) ! 3.04, MSE ! 2053.82, p ! .07,
and confirmed that the sets of baseline sequences did not differ,
t2(11) " 1, p ! .81.

Discussion

Experiment 1 showed a harmonic priming effect for strongly
related tonic targets over related dominant targets. As reflected
in the comparison with baseline contexts, this priming effect
was due to facilitated processing for the tonic, but involved
neither facilitation nor inhibition for the dominant. Processing a

Table 1
Maximum Positive and Negative Correlations Between Tone
Profiles of All Major and Minor Keys and the Tones of the First
Six Chords in Strongly Related and Related Contexts Ending on
Tonic and Dominant Targets, Respectively, and in Their
Matched Baseline Contexts (Strongly Related, Related) in
Experiment 1, Averaged Over the 12 Sequences

Correlation
Strongly
related

Baseline
(strongly related) Related

Baseline
(related)

Positive .91 .55 .94 .49
Negative #.67 #.55 #.65 #.51
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tonal center in the prime context involved neither cost nor
benefit for dominant target processing in comparison with base-
line target processing. This outcome was rather surprising since
the dominant is the second most important chord in the har-
monic hierarchy.

It has been shown that the relative validity of conditions in the
experimental context can influence priming patterns (for semantic
priming, see Becker, 1980; Sanocki & Oden, 1984; Tweedy,
Lapinski, & Schvaneveldt, 1977). Processing of congruous targets
in terms of inhibition or facilitation can depend on the validity of
contexts in the experimental session: Patterns of inhibition are
dominant when the experimental material includes various
strengths of semantic relations (Becker, 1980). Facilitation is ob-
served in experimental situations presenting only congruous tar-
gets, while inhibition is observed even for congruous targets in
experimental situations presenting both congruous and incongru-
ous targets (Sanocki & Oden, 1984).

To address whether the overall dynamics of the experimental
session (including tonic, dominant, and baseline targets with equal
frequencies in Experiment 1, i.e., 33%) might have influenced our
result pattern (i.e., with dominant targets being processed as fast as
baseline targets), in Experiment 2 we compared directly the tonal
sequences ending on related dominant targets with their matched
baseline sequences. Omitting the strongly related tonic targets
resulted in related sequences and baseline sequences presented
equiprobably (i.e., 50%), and eliminated the possibility that inter-
ference due to the strongly related sequences could affect the data
pattern for dominant targets.

Experiment 2: Dominant Versus Baseline

Method

Participants. Twenty-eight introductory psychology students
participated in Experiment 2 for course credit. Number of years of
musical training, as measured by years of instrumental instruction,
ranged from 0 to 16, with a mean of 5.9 (SD ! 4.6) and a median
of 6.5. None had participated in Experiment 1.

Material and apparatus. The 12 related sequences ending on
the dominant chord and the 12 matched baseline sequences from
Experiment 1 were used. Stimuli were created as described in
Experiment 1, and the experiment was run on PsyScope Software
(Cohen et al., 1993).

Procedure. The procedure was as described in Experiment 1,
except that in the second phase participants worked on all 12
matched baseline sequences. Each participant heard 48 sequences
presented in random order (i.e., 12 related sequences and 12
baseline sequences each presented with consonant targets and
dissonant chords).

Results

Accuracy was overall high, with 1.48% of errors for consonant
and 4.61% for dissonant trials. For consonant targets, slightly
fewer errors were committed for related dominant targets (0.89%)
than for baseline targets (2.08%), but this difference was not
significant, t(27) ! 1.28. Correct response times for dominant
targets (745 ms) were as fast as for baseline targets (739 ms): t "
1 with participants as a random factor and t2 " 1 with sequences
as a random factor.

Discussion

Experiment 2 confirmed that a tonal center resulted in neither a
cost nor a benefit for dominant targets when compared with
baseline targets. Even if the dominant chord belongs to the con-
text’s tonal center and occupies the second most important position
in the harmonic hierarchy, the tonal center did not result in
facilitation when compared with contexts without a tonal center.

Experiment 3 further investigated the processing of the domi-
nant chord and added strongly related and less related tonal con-
texts ending on tonic and subdominant chords, respectively, as
well as their baseline contexts. The aim was to replicate the
previously observed facilitation for the tonic and inhibition for the
subdominant and to study again whether the dominant remains at
baseline level in this experimental context (i.e., now representing
25% of the trials). The use of tonic, dominant, and subdominant
targets in the same experiment further allowed us to test whether
listeners’ knowledge includes the fine grading between the three
chords at the top of the harmonic hierarchy. Previous studies have
shown that the tonic is facilitated in comparison with the subdomi-
nant (e.g., Bigand et al., 1999, 2003), and Experiment 1 has shown

Figure 2. Correct response times for strongly related tonic targets (T),
related dominant targets (D), and baseline targets (B) in Experiment 1.
Response times of the two baseline contexts (based on either the tonic
sequence B_T or the dominant sequence B_D) are separated on the
right-hand side. Error bars indicate between-subjects standard errors.

Table 2
Percentages of Error for Strongly Related Tonic, Related
Dominant, and Baseline Targets in Experiment 1 and for Tonic,
Dominant, Subdominant Targets in Strongly Related, Related,
and Less Related Contexts as Well as for Baseline Targets in
Experiment 3

Target Experiment 1 Experiment 3

Tonic (strongly related) 1.52 (0.57) 2.5 (0.91)
Dominant (related) 3.54 (1.03) 4.17 (1.18)
Subdominant (less related) — 3.61 (1.48)
Baseline 5.56 (1.34) 5.28 (1.57)

Note. Between-subjects standard errors are indicated in parentheses. The
dash indicates that this target type was not used in this experiment.
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that the tonic is facilitated in comparison with the dominant.
Experiment 3 investigated whether the tonic is processed the
fastest, followed by the dominant chord and then the subdominant
chord.5

Experiment 3: Tonic Versus Dominant Versus
Subdominant Versus Baseline

Method

Participants. Thirty introductory psychology students partici-
pated in Experiment 3 for course credit. Number of years of
musical training, as measured by years of instrumental instruction,
ranged from 0 to 14, with a mean of 4.97 (SD ! 3.79) and a
median of 4. None had participated in Experiments 1 or 2.

Material. The strongly related contexts, the related contexts,
and their associated baselines of Experiment 1 were used. For less
related contexts and their baselines (see Figure 1C for an example
set), sequences of Tillmann et al. (2003; adapted from Bigand &
Pineau, 1997, and Pineau & Bigand, 1997) were modified to have
the same endings (seventh and eighth chords) as the strongly
related and related contexts (i.e., without the third in the seventh
chord). This construction led to three interpretations for the same
chords in Positions 7 and 8 depending on the context key (instilled
by Chords 1–6): In a C major key context, the seventh chord can
be interpreted as a dominant chord (a G major chord) and the
eighth as the tonic (C major). In an F major key context, the
seventh can be interpreted as an ii chord (g minor chord) and the
eighth as the dominant (C major). In a G major key context, the
seventh chord can be interpreted as the tonic chord (a G major
chord) and the eighth as the subdominant (C major). For all
baseline sequences, some changes were realized in order to match
the use of major and minor chords (i.e., positions in the context)
closer to the tonal contexts. These changes did not alter the overall
patterns of correlations between the contexts and Krumhansl and
Kessler’s (1982) key profiles. Average negative and positive cor-
relations were .55 and –.57 for baselines matched to strongly
related sequences, .52 and –.53 for baselines matched to related
sequences and .59 and –.57 for baselines matched to less related
sequences, respectively. The stimuli were created as described in
Experiment 1, and the experiment was run on PsyScope Software
(Cohen et al., 1993).

Procedure. The experiment was as described in Experiment 1,
except for the second phase. To present sequences of the four
conditions with the same frequency of occurrence, we divided the
baseline sequences, matched to strongly related, related, and less
related sequences, into three sets of four sequences, respectively.
Participants were divided in three groups so that each of them
listened to different combinations of the three sets. For example,
one third of participants listened to Set 1 of baselines matched to
strongly related sequences, Set 2 of baselines matched to related
sequences, and Set 3 of baselines matched to less related sequences
presented with consonant targets, and another combination of the
sets with dissonant chords. Participants worked on 72 sequences
presented in random order for each participant: 12 strongly related
sequences ending on tonic targets, 12 related sequences ending on
dominant targets, 12 less related sequences ending on subdominant
targets, and 12 baseline sequences, each presented with a conso-
nant target and with a dissonant chord.

Results

Errors and response times for correct responses were analyzed
with two analyses of variance, with target type (tonic, dominant,
subdominant, baseline) as a within-subject factor. Accuracy was
overall high, with 3.89% of errors for consonant targets and 5.21%
for dissonant trials. For consonant targets (see Table 2), the main
effect of target type on errors was not significant, F(3, 87) ! 1.44.

For correct response times (see Figure 3), the main effect of
target type was significant, F(3, 87) ! 15.62, MSE ! 4613.5, p "
.0001, and with Greenhauser–Geisser correction, F(2.32, 67.42),
p " .0001. Response times were fastest for strongly related tonic
targets, which were significantly faster than for related dominant
targets, F(1, 29) ! 11.80, p " .01, for less related subdominant
targets, F(1, 29) ! 30.25, p " .0001, and for baseline targets, F(1,
29) ! 26.63, p " .0001. Responses to dominant targets were
significantly faster than to subdominant targets, F(1, 29) ! 11.47,
p " .01, but not different from baseline (F " 1). Finally, responses
to subdominant targets were the slowest and were significantly
slower than baseline, F(1, 29) ! 7.13, p " .05. Additional anal-
yses comparing the three baseline contexts two by two did not
reveal any significant differences, ts(29) " 1.55, ps $ .13.
Analyses with sequences as a random factor confirmed a main
effect of target type, F2(3, 33) ! 13.88, MSE ! 2206.11, p "
.0001, and that the sets of baseline sequences did not differ two by
two, all t2s (11) " 1, ps $ .56.

A meta-analysis tested the dominant and baseline conditions,
with the three experiments as a between-participants factor, and
revealed that the data pattern was observed independently of the
experimental context. The effect of target type and the interaction
between target type and experiment were not significant (F " 1).
Only the main effect of experiment reached significance, F(2,
88) ! 3.11, p " .05, MSE ! 98978.36, probably reflecting the
influences of the overall experimental sessions as well as differ-
ences in participants’ musical background in the two participant
groups.

Discussion

Previous harmonic priming studies using tonal contexts have
provided evidence that listeners perceive the difference between
tonic and out-of-key chords (e.g., Tillmann, Bigand, & Pineau,
1998; Tillmann et al., 2003) and the difference between tonic and
subdominant chords (e.g., Bigand et al., 1999), despite competing
sensory information (Bigand et al., 2003). Data from Experiments
1 and 3 showed that listeners perceive even finer differences in
harmonic functions, as reflected in the facilitated processing of
tonic targets over dominant targets. Experiment 3 further showed

5 Our material focused on the influence of tonal stability on musical
expectations and processing speed. The typicality of sequential chord
progressions might be an additional factor influencing musical expecta-
tions (Bharucha & Todd, 1989), but is equalized between the three tonal
conditions used here: Under the hypothesis that listeners interpret the
seventh chord (without the third) differently as a function of the instilled
key (i.e., notably as V, ii, and I, respectively), the resulting two-chord
progressions (i.e., V-I, ii-V, and I-IV) are all considered as equally prob-
ably by Piston (1978, indicating these transitions as “chord 1 being fol-
lowed often by chord 2,” p. 21).
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that response time patterns reflect the ranking of tonal hierarchy
described by music theory: with the tonic being at the top of the
hierarchy leading to the fastest response times, followed by the
dominant and then the subdominant. Our present study contributes
to the understanding of listeners’ sophisticated knowledge about
the tonal system. Beyond perceiving differences between in-key
and out-of-key events, listeners are sensitive to differences in tonal
stabilities between in-key events, respecting hierarchical relation-
ships between these events. Previous data sets might have been
interpreted as evidence that listeners differentiate only between
tonic and nontonic targets. If this was the case, processing times
should have been faster for tonic targets than for dominant and
subdominant targets, which in turn should have been processed
equally fast. However, our present finding provides evidence that
listeners go beyond the simple tonic versus nontonic distinction in
that the time it takes them to process the different chords reflects
the chords’ positions in the harmonic hierarchy.

The pattern of data with baseline contexts in Experiment 3
replicated results of Experiments 1 and 2 as well as those of
Tillmann et al. (2003, Experiments 2 and 3). First, strongly related
tonic targets were facilitated in comparison with baseline targets,
while less related subdominant targets were slowed down. In
contrast to Tillmann et al. (2003), these results were obtained for
sequences with the penultimate chord missing the third. The par-
allel results suggest that listeners interpreted this potentially am-
biguous chord with the most appropriate tonal function in the
currently instilled key (i.e., as dominant, second degree, or tonic).
Second, as in Experiments 1 and 2, related dominant targets were
neither facilitated nor inhibited in comparison with baseline tar-
gets. The use of the baseline condition allowed us to decompose
the relative musical priming effects between tonal targets in terms
of inhibition and facilitation: The difference in processing between
tonic and subdominant includes both facilitation and inhibition,
while the difference between tonic and dominant includes only
facilitation, and the difference between dominant and subdominant
includes only inhibition. These cost and benefit patterns were not
influenced by the proportions of the different conditions within the
experimental session. Tonic targets occurred with 33% and 25%

probability in Experiments 1 and 3, dominant targets occurred with
33%, 50%, and 25% probability in Experiments 1–3, and subdomi-
nant targets occurred with 25% probability in Experiment 1 and
with 33% and 50% probability in Tillmann et al. (2003, Experi-
ments 2 and 3), respectively. This outcome supports the interpre-
tation that these cost and benefit patterns were based on automatic
processes rather than on controlled processes (Posner & Snyder,
1975). Controlled processes are influenced by strategic manipula-
tions, such as the proportion of congruous or incongruous trials in
the experimental session, while automatic processes are not (for
semantic priming, see Deutsch & Bentin, 1994; Stanovich & West,
1983). Our data thus represent a converging finding to previous
harmonic priming studies comparing strongly related and unre-
lated (or less related) targets (without comparison with baseline
targets): Harmonic priming has been observed despite changing
proportions of experimental trials (Justus & Bharucha, 2001; Till-
mann et al., 2003) and despite conflicting veridical expectations
(Justus & Bharucha, 2001; Tillmann & Bigand, in prep.), and it has
been observed for sung phonemes (Bigand et al., 2001) and words
(Poulin-Charronnat, Bigand, Madurell, & Peereman, 2005), thus
pointing to the influence of automatic, musical expectations.

General Discussion

Investigating musical priming with the three chords at the top of
the harmonic hierarchy allowed us to study graded levels of
musical expectations, as predicted by music theory and reflected in
basic statistical regularities of chords in tonal musical pieces. The
observed priming data suggest that listeners have an implicit
understanding of fine differences in tonal stability. The compari-
son with the baseline sequences allowed us to show the relative
contributions of facilitation and inhibition for chord processing in
tonal contexts. The out-of-key targets show inhibition (Tillmann et
al., 2003, Experiment 1), as do subdominant targets (Tillmann et
al., 2003, Experiments 2 and 3; Experiments 1 and 3 of the present
study).6 Dominant targets show neither inhibition nor facilitation
compared with baseline (Experiments 1 to 3), and facilitation is
observed solely for the tonic target chords. The overall data pattern
in the present experiments confirmed the special position of the
tonic in tonal context processing (Tillmann et al., 2003).

In music theory, the tonic chord and the tonic tone reside at the
top of harmonic and tonal hierarchies. On the basis of mere
exposure to musical pieces in everyday life, the tonic might as-
sume the role of a cognitive reference point for the listener to
which other musical events are anchored and referred to (Bha-
rucha, 1984a; Krumhansl, 1979). In the musical priming situation,
an established tonal center gives rise to strong expectations for the
tonic chord that—when fulfilled—selectively facilitate the pro-
cessing of the tonic. This outcome suggests that most tonal pro-
cessing, which involves events less stable than the dominant, is
inhibition based rather than facilitation based.

Even if it is difficult to directly compare the degree of tonal
relatedness in musical contexts with relatedness or association

6 The inhibition effect (in ms) was not stronger for out-of-key than
subdominant targets (Tillmann et al., 2003). However, this might be due to
the comparison over experiments, while a comparison of effect size as a
function of tonal stability might require intrasubject comparisons.

Figure 3. Correct response times for strongly related tonic targets (T),
related dominant targets (D), less related subdominant targets (S), and
baseline targets (B) in Experiment 3. Response times of the three baseline
contexts (based on either the tonic sequence B_T, the dominant sequence
B_D, or the subdominant sequence B_S) are separated on the right-hand
side. Error bars indicate between-subjects standard errors.
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strengths in language, it is interesting to observe that a narrow
range of facilitation has been also reported for target words at the
end of sentence contexts (de Groot, Thomassen, & Hudson, 1982;
Fischler & Bloom, 1979). Facilitation was limited to target words
with high-cloze probabilities (e.g., “She cleaned the dirt from her
shoes”; Fischler & Bloom, 1979) and to target words with rela-
tively high associative strengths (de Groot et al., 1982). Target
words with weaker cloze probabilities and weaker association
strengths resulted neither in facilitation nor inhibition but were
situated at baseline level. These less related targets were still
congruent and provided reasonable completion of the sentences,
even if less likely (e.g., “She cleaned the dirt from her hands”).
Only unrelated, anomalous target words resulted in inhibition
effects, which, however, vanished when the experimental design
did not include any meaningful endings (Fischler & Bloom, 1979).
In contrast to this finding for language, the inhibition for the
subdominant targets persisted even when the experimental session
was restricted to subdominant and baseline targets (Tillmann et al.,
2003, Experiment 3).

Previous musical priming research has examined sensory and
cognitive influences on processing time differences (e.g., Bigand
et al., 2003; Tekman & Bharucha, 1998). Ruling out an explana-
tion based solely on sensory priming allows one to consider the
structure of listeners’ knowledge about the Western tonal system
and its influence on chord processing. In the following sections,
we examine both sensory and cognitive explanations for our data.

Pitch Classes Shared Between Prime Contexts and
Targets: Sensory Priming

A sensory account predicts that target processing would be
determined by the number of target tones previously processed in
the prime context (i.e., repetition priming): The greater the number
of tones in the target that have occurred in the prime context, the
faster the target processing should be. In our experimental mate-
rial, local sensory influences were equalized between all experi-
mental conditions by holding constant the chord preceding the
target.

To address the role of global sensory influences, we counted
pitch classes (i.e., target tones and their octave equivalents) in
prime contexts of all conditions (i.e., the first seven chords). These
target-matching tones were either summed up or weighted accord-
ing to recency to mimic decay in sensory memory (i.e., after each
chord the sum was weighted by .8 before adding the next chord;
see Tillmann et al., 2003). The outcome of these analyses (see
Figure 4) showed strongest pitch commonality for strongly related
contexts (ending on tonic targets) followed by less related contexts
(ending on subdominant targets), then related contexts (ending on
dominant targets), and finally baseline contexts. Even if this rank-
ing reflects the facilitation of tonic targets over baseline targets, the
tone counting can explain neither the faster processing of dominant
targets over subdominant targets nor the inhibition of subdominant
targets. Furthermore, the commonality values for related contexts
were not at the same level as for baseline contexts, thus predicting
processing differences, which were not observed in the behavioral
data.

Since a sensory approach cannot explain our data pattern, we
now turn to the testing of cognitive approaches of music percep-
tion: a spreading-activation account (Bharucha, 1987) and ap-

proaches based on a tonal-pitch-space representation (Bigand et
al., 2005; Lerdahl, 2001).

Simulations With a Connectionist Model of Tonal
Knowledge Activation

Previous harmonic priming data have been modeled by a con-
nectionist model of tonal knowledge representation (named
MUSACT for musical activation), notably by the activation of
this knowledge representation and the accumulation of activa-
tion patterns over time (e.g., Bharucha, 1987; Bigand et al.,
1999; Tillmann et al., 2000). In this connectionist model, lis-
teners’ tonal knowledge is represented by a network of inter-
connected tone, chord, and key units. Tonal stabilities of mu-
sical events and tonal relations between these events arise from
activation spreading in the system, taking advantage of top-
down activation from the key units. For prime contexts with an
established tonal center, the model previously simulated re-
sponse time patterns for tonic versus out-of-key and tonic
versus subdominant target chords, as well as their comparison
with baseline contexts (e.g., Bigand et al., 1999; Tillmann &
Bigand, 2001; Tillmann et al., 2003).

For our present study, we ran simulations with the experimental
material (strongly related, related, less related, and baseline se-
quences). Simulations were run for all sequences with an imple-
mentation of Bharucha’s model in Matlab (see Bigand et al.,
1999). Given that the interstimulus interval between chords was set
to 0 and that all chords were played with the same duration, the
time transpired since the last offset (t) was identical for each chord
and was set to 1. The rate at which activation decays (d) was set
to .02. For each sequence, the first seven chords were presented to
the model, with the seventh chord missing the third. Figure 5
displays activation levels of the target chord units following tonal
and baseline contexts. The target chord unit was more strongly

Figure 4. Number of pitch classes shared between targets and prime
contexts averaged over the sequence set for strongly related tonic (T),
related dominant (D), less related subdominant (S), and baseline sequences
(B) in Experiment 3. Number (Nb) of pitch classes were simply summed
up over the prime context or additionally weightened by a temporal decay.
Baselines: B_T ! baseline matched to strongly related sequences; B_D !
baseline matched to related sequences; B_S ! baseline matched to less
related sequences.
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activated when the target functions as the tonic chord than when it
functions as the subdominant and dominant chords. This activation
pattern simulated the relative facilitation of tonic processing over
the two other tonal degrees (see also Bigand et al., 1999; Tillmann
& Bigand, 2001), but failed to simulate the processing advantage
of the dominant over the subdominant. The model predicted faster
processing for subdominant than for dominant targets. This rank-
ing of the three tonal targets remained even with the appropriate
third being inserted into the penultimate chords. For the tonal
contexts, it is interesting to note that the key layer of the model
detects the correct underlying key even without the third: The most
activated key unit corresponds to the instilled key (i.e., keys of C
major, F major, and G major for sequences ending on tonic,
dominant, and subdominant targets, respectively). For the tonal
targets, in sum, the spreading activation model did not simulate the
harmonic hierarchy ranking and the observed pattern of behavioral
data. It is interesting to point out that even after the presentation of
a single chord, the model privileges the subdominant over the
dominant chord: Following a C major chord, the F major chord
unit is more strongly activated than the G major chord unit (see
Bharucha, 1987).

For the baseline targets, the simulations revealed differences
between the three sets of baseline sequences in contrast to the
behavioral data. It thus appeared more adequate to compare targets
of the tonal contexts with their matched baselines instead of to the
mean baseline. Strongly related tonic targets and to a lesser extent
less related subdominant targets were more strongly activated than
their respective baseline targets, while related dominant targets
showed weaker activation. The model thus predicted correctly only
facilitation of tonic targets, but predicted falsely facilitation of
subdominant and inhibition of dominant targets. Additional simu-
lations revealed that for some conditions the model was sensitive
to the missing third in the seventh chord: Reintroducing the thirds
led to weaker activation of subdominant target units in comparison
with baseline targets, thus correctly predicting inhibition (as in
Tillmann et al., 2003, for simulations and behavioral data with

sequences including the thirds). However, the activation of dom-
inant targets remained weaker than the activation of baseline
targets and weaker than the activation of subdominant targets. The
model seems to lack essential features of the underlying cognitive
processes to simulate the behavioral data pattern.

For our study, two aspects of the behavioral data have to be
modeled: (a) for tonal contexts, the harmonic hierarchy with the
tonic at the top followed by the dominant and then the subdomi-
nant, and (b) the comparison of tonal contexts against baseline
contexts. Only the sensory approach and the MUSACT model can
provide predictions for the two aspects while also using the ma-
terial as it was presented to the listeners (i.e., respecting the
missing third). However, since neither approach can predict the
entire behavioral data pattern, we tested other cognitive ap-
proaches linked to a tonal knowledge representation.

Distances in Tonal Pitch Space Representation and
Patterns of Tension and Relaxation

In the music cognition domain, another approach to tonal
knowledge representation (which is less formal than the connec-
tionist model in some of its aspects) has been developed by
Lerdahl (1988, 2001). In his tonal pitch space theory (TPST),
musical events are represented in a three-dimensional space, and
tonal relations are expressed via distances in this space, notably in
reference to the tonic of the currently instilled key. In contrast to
the sensory approach and the connectionist model, this approach
cannot make predictions for targets in the baseline contexts since
no specific key can be assigned in these sequences. However, it is
possible to concentrate on targets in tonal contexts and to compare
the ranking of chords in the tonal pitch space with their ranking in
the behavioral data. Chords’ tonal stabilities in a given key are
expressed in terms of the distance of a chord to the tonic of the
currently instilled key: Dominant and subdominant chords were
considered as being equally referential (with a distance of 5), and
less referential than the tonic chord (with a distance of 0). This
ranking fits with the observed facilitation of the tonic over dom-
inant and subdominant, but fails to attribute different levels to
dominant and subdominant chords.

The tonal stability values of TPST represent a rather static
aspect of musical structure, which is independent of the preceding
chord (in sequences without modulation). To capture tonal pro-
gression between musical events, the TPST proposes a sequential
tension model based on changes in tone and chord spaces. For the
progression between the seventh and eighth chords in our material,
the sequential tension rule results in a distance value of 5 for all
three conditions and thus does not model the behavioral pattern.
Since these distances are symmetrical (i.e., V followed by I is the
same as I followed by V), Lerdahl (2001) proposed a harmonic
attraction rule with the aim of capturing the direction of tonal
movement and the involved attractional asymmetries (i.e., an un-
stable event is more strongly attracted by a stable event than the
reverse). This rule uses melodic attractions (as described by, e.g.,
Bharucha, 1984a; 1996) linked to the chords’ tones and the dis-
tance derived from the sequential tension rule. The melodic (voice-
leading) attractions are calculated with the tones’ stability (i.e.,
anchoring strengths), the interval size between the tones, and the
direction of the change. The application of the harmonic attraction

Figure 5. Relative activations of the target chord units in the experimen-
tal conditions of Experiment 3: strongly related tonic (T), related dominant
(D), less related subdominant (S), and baseline sequences (B). Baselines:
B_T ! baseline matched to strongly related sequences; B_D ! baseline
matched to related sequences; B_S ! baseline matched to less related
sequences.
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rule to our material7 results in stronger attraction for the tonic
ending (1.76) than for the dominant ending (1.37) and the sub-
dominant ending (.71). This ranking simulates the ranking of the
behavioral data, while it overestimates the difference between
dominant and subdominant targets.

Focusing on the harmonic level, Bigand et al. (2005) proposed
an approach based on the tonal stability values of the TPST. Its aim
was to integrate the structures of tension and relaxation, which are
a basic feature of Western tonal music (Lerdahl & Jackendoff,
1983). The distance between the target and its preceding chord is
taken into consideration (see Section 2 of Table 3), with a reduc-
tion of distance (negative value) corresponding to relaxation and
an increase of distance to musical tension. Combining the tonal
stability values of TPST (see Section 1 of Table 3) with these
tension–relaxation values (Section 2) by simple addition (Section
3) reflects two aspects of music perception: (a) the change of tonal
stability between two sequential chords (i.e., their tonal distance)
and (b) the tonal stability of the target itself. The combination of
these two aspects reflects the ranking between tonal, dominant,
and subdominant chords observed in the behavioral data. Further-
more, the differences between the chords in this ranking are similar
to the differences in response times, with tonic and subdominant
being at comparable distances with the dominant. As in Bigand et
al. (2005), this dynamic approach based on tonal stability values of
the TPST reflects the listeners’ data. However, it is important to
note that, for our material, this approach (as well as Lerdahl’s,
2001, harmonic attraction rule; as described above) required inter-
preting the seventh chords differently depending on the tonal
contexts, notably as tonic, dominant, or second degree. Conse-
quently, in contrast to the connectionist model, these modeling
approaches required interpretation from our side (i.e., filling in of
the appropriate third). The convergence with the data pattern of
Tillmann et al. (2003, based on experimental material including
the thirds) suggests that listeners actually perceived the seventh
chord as we had assumed they would.

Processing of Tonal Stability and Relaxation Seeking

In the present study, the overall pattern of inhibition and facil-
itation (relative to the baseline sequences) can be explained neither

by the sensory account nor by the connectionist model of tonal
knowledge representation. The other cognitive approaches cannot
provide predictions for the baseline sequences and are restricted to
the tonal sequences. While the tonal stability values of the TPST
did not simulate the entire data pattern, the TPST’s harmonic
attraction rule (Lerdahl, 2001) and the approach based on tonal
stability values (Bigand et al., 2005) succeeded in simulating the
hierarchical ranking of tonic, dominant, and subdominant targets.
These approaches suggest that listeners’ musical expectations are
guided not only by the tonal stability of a target event (as it is
formalized in the TPST), but also by the transitions between tonal
stabilities of chords (Bigand et al., 2005) and of their component
tones (Lerdahl, 2001). The hypothesis is that listeners prefer move-
ments aiming for relaxation at a higher level of tonal stability (here
concerning the last chord of a sequence), notably with unstable
events inducing the need for resolution and relaxation on more
stable events. On the chord level (Bigand et al., 2005), this move-
ment might be named harmonic anchoring and be defined in
parallel to melodic anchoring between tones, where tonally less
stable tones are “yearning” for more stable tones (Bharucha,
1984a, 1996).

In our material, the strongly related tonic target represents
maximum relaxation and closure based on (a) the tonic’s high level
of tonal stability and (b) the preceding less stable chord (the
dominant chord) creating movement toward relaxation. The related
condition also includes movement from weaker to stronger tonal
stability (i.e., moving from ii to V). By contrast, the less related
condition combined both the lowest level of tonal stability (the
subdominant chord) and a movement to tension, with the preced-
ing chord being more stable (a tonic chord) than the target chord.
In Lerdahl’s (2001) harmonic attraction rule, these attraction
asymmetries are accounted for on the melodic level of the indi-
vidual voices (weighted with sequential distances).

As in previous priming studies, the target chord always occupied
the final position of the sequence. Because listeners’ seeking for
relaxation might be particularly relevant for the last chord, this
sequential position might have enhanced the expectations for the
tonic. By virtue of being the most stable, referential event in the
tonal hierarchy, the tonic provides the appropriate feeling of com-
pletion without remaining tension at the end of a sequence. Even
if the interpretation of the data might be restricted to this sequential
position, it does not imply that the data reflect processing differ-
ences linked to the sequence’s event hierarchy. An event hierarchy
is based on the tonal hierarchy of the tones and/or chords of a
musical sequence, and it describes the integration of these events
in an overall coherent pitch-time event structure, which is specific
for that sequence (Bharucha, 1984b). Previous research has shown
that listeners are sensitive to the event hierarchy of musical se-
quences and related tension–relaxation structures (e.g., Bigand,
1993; Palmer & Krumhansl, 1989a, 1989b; Krumhansl, 1996).

7 The reported values refer to the sequence set presented in Figure 1. The
voice-leading attraction values for the four voices (from soprano to bass)
are .5, 0, .375, and .05 (sum of .88) for the V-I ending; .375, 0, .25, and .06
(sum of .685) for the ii-V ending; and .167, 0, .167, and .02 (sum of .354)
for the I-IV ending. Each sum is divided by the distance of the sequential
tension model (i.e., 5 in the three cases) and multiplied by 10 (see Lerdahl,
2001, chap. 4, for further details on the harmonic attraction rule).

Table 3
Predictions of the Tonal Pitch Space Theory (TPST) and the
Proposed Adaptation (Bigand et al., 2005) for the Experimental
Material of Experiment 3

Prediction source

Target chord in tonal contexts

Tonic
(V-I)

Dominant
(ii-V)

Subdominant
(I-IV)

(1) TPST values of tonal stability
Seventh chord 5 8 0
Target 0 5 5

(2) Tension–relaxation of progression #5 #3 %5
(3) Sum: Target’s TPST values % (2) #5 %2 %10

Note. 1 ! stability values of the TPST for penultimate chords (i.e., 7th
chord of the sequence) and targets in the three experimental conditions;
2 ! distances separating the target from the penultimate chord in terms of
tension (positive values) and relaxation (negative values); 3 ! sum of the
calculated values of the target in (1) and (2), reflecting the combination of
two aspects of dynamic music listening (cf. text for further explanations).
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However, processing times in the priming paradigm reflect the
position of the target chords in the tonal hierarchy: Scrambling the
temporal order of chords in a sequence alters listeners’ coherence
judgments, but it does not alter the musical priming effect, which
reflects tonal stability differences between target chords (Tillmann
& Bigand, 2001).

It might be argued that response time differences in our study
reflect differences in the processing of local cadential structures at
the sequences’ endings—even without integration in the overall
event hierarchy (Bigand & Parncutt, 1999; Tillmann, Bigand. &
Madurell, 1998). The progression “dominant to tonic” would be
the most appropriate final progression (i.e., an authentic cadence),
followed by the “second degree to dominant” (i.e., a half cadence),
and finally the “tonic to subdominant.” Our experimental design
cannot exclude the influence of cadential structures, but previous
priming data suggest that this influence cannot explain our data
pattern. In a recent study investigating the influence of repetition
priming (Bigand et al., 2005), two of the conditions defined
sequences ending on either the repeated tonic (i.e., I-I as Chords 7
and 8) or the repeated dominant (i.e., V-V). Thus, neither final
progression defines a cadential structure, and these endings do not
differ in terms of tension–relaxation. Processing times of the final
chord reflected the chords’ tonal stability: Tonic targets were
processed faster than dominant targets.

In our study, the response time differences reflect the ranking of
the tonic over the dominant over the subdominant, as expected on
the basis of the chords’ position in the tonal hierarchy. However,
this ranking cannot be solely explained by the tonal stability values
of the TPST, and explaining the data pattern requires the integra-
tion of the preceding chord (either on a melodic level or the chord
level). The hypothesis that a combination of tonal stability and
relaxation seeking shape musical expectations and consequently
the processing speed of musical events calls for future investiga-
tions that systematically manipulate the two influences. For exam-
ple, one could determine whether facilitation for the tonic chord
differs in V-I and vii-I progressions, given that the unstable vii
chord might instill a stronger need for relaxation. It is important to
note that the perception of tension–relaxation structures requires
that listeners process the different degrees of tonal stability of the
involved tones and chords. Our data, together with the results of
experiments that keep tonal tension changes constant between
ending chords (Bigand et al., 2005), suggest that listeners are
sensitive to fine differences in tonal stability based on the positions
of chords in the harmonic hierarchy. This tonal knowledge pro-
vides the basis for the processing of larger musical structures (as
defined in event hierarchies; Bharucha, 1984b), such as cadential
structures and the associated feelings of tension and relaxation.
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